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HARAR TOWN AND ITS NEIGHBOURS IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY1

BY R. A. CAULK

T H E amirate of Harar was a remnant of the once powerful Muslim king-
dom of Adal which had disintegrated in the generation after the death of
Ahmad Gragn in 1543. Threatened by raiding bands of the migrant Oromo
(Galla) and internal dissension, the rulers of Adal moved their residence
down into the plain of Awssa on the lower Awash in 1577. There they sank
under a host of enemies. By the eighteenth century, Afar pastoralists had
replaced the Adal state in Awssa with a sultanate of their own. The Muslim
towns west of Harar on the plateau with their terraced fields were aban-
doned. Their populations, speaking a Semitic language akin to Harari,
either took refuge in Harar or were submerged by the waves of incoming
Oromo.2 Meanwhile, Harar became an independent city-state under a
dynasty founded by Amir Ali ibn Dawd (1647-62). It remained indepen-
dent until the Turco-Egyptian occupation of 1875-85. After a year and a
half of renewed independence, it was annexed by Menilek in January 1887.

Like the Adal state at Awssa, Harar remained in a precarious position
from the later sixteenth century. The migrants heightened an antagonism
between sedentaries and nomads in the eastern Rift from which Gragn's
jihad into the Christian empire had given relief.3 The Alia clans of the
Oromo in the west and south, the Babile to the east and the Nole in the
north, hemmed in the city, isolating it from the Somali. Some Somali were
pastoralists, such as the Issa in the lowlands northwards to the sea; others
were cultivators, such as the Gari and Bartari who thrust the Oromo back
from the Jigjiga plain and mingled with them.4 All shared an interest in
long-distance trade and were fellow Muslims, as were the Ogaden Somali

1 An earlier version of this paper was presented to the International Congress of African-
ists, Addis Ababa, Dec. 1973. In revising a seminar paper first given at a faculties'
seminar in 1968, I have been much indebted to Muhammad Hassan, 'The Relations
between Harar and the surrounding Oromo between 1800-1887' (unpublished B.A. thesis,
History Dept., Haile Sellassie I University, 1973) for guiding me in the study of Afran-
Qallu traditions; I am also grateful to my former colleague, Professor S. Rubenson, for
microfilms of the documents from the Egyptian archives cited below.

2 H. and R. Joussaume, 'Les anciennes villes dans le Tchercher', Annales d'Ethiopie, ix
(1972), 21 ff.; Robert Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic, (Monograph no. 2, Journal of Semitic
Studies: Manchester, 1972), 36, 42, 124.

3 Merid Wolde Aregay, 'Population Movements as a possible factor in the Christian-
Muslim Conflict of Medieval Ethiopia', Symposium Leo Frobenius: Yaounde" 1973 (German
UNESCO Commission, Munich, 1974), 266 ff.

4 Interviews: the late Uthman Garad, ughaz of the Gari, and the late Fitawrari Dul
Hersi, ughaz of the Bartari, Jigjiga, May 1969. Cf. Bruno Francolini, 'I Somali del Harar',
Gli Annali dell'Africa Italiana, 1, 3-4 (Dec. 1938), 1126—7.
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who with another branch of the Oromo, the Anniya, occupied the head-
waters of the Wabi Shebele to the south of the Alia. One of the first
references to the Harar Oromo concerns their breaking a truce of 1569—
by which they were to have bought cloth at fixed prices at the Adal sultan's
market—in an attempt to pillage the town. A century later, the Oromo
were once again at the gates of Harar.5

The Oromo were formidable opponents. With the Oborra—who oc-
cupied the eastern banks of the Burqa river and had no direct contact with
the town—the Alia, Nole and Babile clans formed a loose confederation,
the Afran-Qallu (the Four [Sons of] Qallu). This had a common assembly
of elders and war-leaders chosen from the same age-sets as the clan
assemblies and 'semi-elected, semi-hereditary' clan leaders, bokku, who,
unlike the better-known office-holders among the western Oromo, com-
bined civil and military duties.6 The Afran-Qallu often fought amongst
themselves, but their ancestors had adopted the horse on their march from
south central Ethiopia and, by temporarily uniting, they could success-
fully raid the Issa and Ogaden Somali and the Afar.7 Against the Egypt-
ians, they mustered thousands of armed and mounted men.8

The Harari lived behind the walls built by Gragn's successor, his
nephew, Nur (d. 1567), and they used firearms. Otherwise, their military
resources were slim. By 1840, the amir commanded as many as two hun-
dred matchlockmen, but only a hundred mounted spearmen and fewer
infantry. Fortunately for the amir, the Oromo dreaded firearms and
avoided attacking the town. They were expert horsemen, however, doing
great harm especially during harvest time.9 Numbers, moreover, were
decidedly against the townspeople. By the end of their occupation, the
Egyptians claimed to be taxing 200,000 of the one million Oromo they
had estimated in 1875t0 De surrounding some 30,000 Harari.10

Harari praise the long-reigning Amir Ahmad ibn Abu Bakr (1755-82)
and his grandnephew, Amir Ahmad ibn Muhammad (1794-1821), because
their expeditions against the Oromo were successful.11 Such campaigns

* Enrico Cerulli (ed. and trans.), 'Documenti Arabi per la storia dell'Etiopia', Memorie
delta Reale Accademia Nazionale dei Lined, iv, 2 (Rome, 1931), 57-62, 67-9, 77-8, 82-6,
95-6.

* Taurin de Cahagne, 'Autour d'Harar', Les Missions Catholiques (1882), 262.
7 Interview: Garad Waday Rige, assisted by other Gurgura Nole Oromo, Dire Dawa,

April 1974.
8 Rauf Pasha to the Khedive, Har2r, 18 Ramadhan 1292/18 Oct. 1875, Shawqi Ata Alia

al-Jamal (ed.), Al-wasek atarikhya liseyaset Misr fi al-Bahr al-ahmer i863-i8yg (Cairo,
n.d.), no. 127,271-7.

* W. C. Barker (Lt.), 'Extract Report on the probable Geographical Position of Harrar;
with some Information relative to the various Tribes in the Vicinity', J. Royal Geog. Soc,
xii (1842), 240

10 Mohammed Moktar, 'Notes sur le Pays de Harrar', Bulletin de la Sociili Khidiiriale de
Giographie, 11 (1876), 362, 379. F. M. Hunter (Major), 'Report on the Province of Harrar',
enclosed in Hunter to the Bombay Govt., no. 219-1414, Aden, 30 June 1884 (copy in the
library of the Royal Geographical Society, London), 2-3.

11 Interview: Haj Umar Abd al-Sadiq, Har5r, Jan. 1969 and Mar. 1975. Philipp
Paulitschke, 'Harr8r', Bollettino delta Societd Africana d'ltalia, vm, 5-6 (1889), 146.
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probably did help to keep trade routes open.12 Yet the townsmen must
have benefited as much from cooperation between farmers, traders and
cattle breeders as from war. Otherwise, like the Adal Imamate at Awssa,
Harar would have been engulfed.

In 1783-4 the new amir, Abd al-Shakur ibn Yusuf, went with a
friend to the Jarso and other Nole clans, taking bales of sheetings for the
first time to these Oromo in order to civilize them.13 These gifts may have
been a subsidy to free the way for salt and other caravans which must have
arrived through the Nole country then as they did later. Certainly by the
time the Egyptians came, the Jarso and their neighbours were exacting
payments, clan by clan, for passage.14 The Nole, despite their reputation
for fierceness, were hospitable to merchants, during the Egyptian occupa-
tion at least, because they also hired the change of transport required when
leaving the lowland, Issa territory for the climb towards Harar.15

Tolls and other fees may have convinced the Oromo before the nine-
teenth century of the value of preserving the town with its great market.
Elsewhere, intrusive Oromo pastoralists early came to terms with the
trading communities and other well organized groups whom they over-
ran.16 Unfortunately, the Harari documents so far published rarely deviate
from the terse formulae of amir's lists except to mention further fighting or
the deposing of an amir. On trade, intermarriage, religious appeal or other
kinds of cooperation, these documents are silent.17

In addition to their entrepreneurial and civic skills, the Harari have
lived in a town which they rightly say 'is aglow with saints'.18 The many
shrines around the town have been in the care of Harari families too and
were untouched by the Oromo migrants. Even before their conversion, the
Oromo prayed at such shrines revering the guardians as well as their saintly
patrons. The clans may also have been glad of a neutral place to meet.19

The Issa Somali, who have no more regard than the Oromo for the valour
of the townsmen, say the Harari were respected for their learning and

l s Mordechai Abir, Ethiopia: The Era of the Princes (London, 1968), 12.
18 Notes from the cover and end papers of an eighteenth-century manuscript read to me

by Ahmad Abd al-Rahman whose maternal grandfather, Ali Abu Bakr, was the half-
brother and a cousin of Amir Muhammad ibn Ali (d. 1875); interviewed, Harar, Jan.
1969-Sept. 1975.

14 Interview by the late Dr V. Stitz with recent Harari settlers and Muslim Nole at
Gursum; Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 382.

16 Alfred Bardey, 'Notes sur le Harar1, Bulletin de Giographie Historique et Descriptive, 1
(1897), 143.

16 Merid Wolde Aregay, 'Southern Ethiopia and the Christian Kingdom, 1508-1708,
with special reference to the Galla migrations and their consequences,' (Ph.D. thesis,
London University, 1971: forthcoming from Addis Ababa University Press), 424-5.

17 Salvatore Tedeschi (ed. and trans.), 'L'Emirato di Harar secondo un documento
inedito', Quaderno dell'Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1, Sezione storica, no. 191 (1974),
481 ff., citing earlier publications.

18 Enrico Cerulli, Studi Etiopici, I, La linguae la storiadi Harar (Rome, 1936), 2.
l f Interviews: Shaykh Ahmad Abdallahi, Koran school, Harar, April 1970 and Jan.

IO75; Lazim Ibrahim Yahya, keeper of the Aw Sofi shrine, and Shakyh Gatur Muhammad
Abdallahi, keeper of the Abd al-Qadir Jilani shrine, both on the Bisidimo road, May 1975.
Bardey, 'Notes sur le Harar', 153.
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because they, not the Somali, were the religious teachers of the Oromo.20

Harari healers too have probably attracted Oromo as well as Somali
patients for many generations.21

The Harari claim to have taught the Oromo how to farm as well as about
Islam.22 This is open to question, but Oromo informants agree that their
ancestors borrowed specific crops from the townsmen and adopted the
wearing of woven (in place of hide) clothes from the Harari as late as the
reign of Amir Abdallahi (1885-7).23 Such was the basis for interdependence
in the market place. Innovation, however, was not welcome. The story is
told of how some Afran-Qallu grew sorghum secretly and took the harvest
to the assembly for the elders to taste, but the pastoralist tradition prevailed
in a pronouncement against abandoning the patterns of life established by
their migratory forefathers.24 In time, the town's way of life did have a
great influence over some of the Oromo. These settled as farmers, detach-
ing themselves from Oromo institutions of government and looking towards
the town's leaders. Such assimilated Oromo came to be known as Qottu
(from the Oromo, 'to hoe'). How changes in the Oromo way of life came
about is not very clear, but they benefited the town and made possible its
continued prosperity.

When Harar was first visited by a European traveller, Richard Burton,
in 1855, Oromo farmers from some thirty miles north-east of the town
seem to have been the amir's tax-paying subjects. In addition to a tithe on
the harvest, the amirs enjoyed rents paid in grain from landed estates,
some ©f them among the Nole.25 The lands closest to the walls were inten-
sively cultivated by the townsmen themselves. Oromo frequented the
town's market with additional supplies of milk and butter and with ghee
which was exported. The Alia west of Harar supplied part of the coffee,
tobacco and safflower which the town's merchants sent to the coast. Others
hunted elephant in the valleys south of Harar and brought the ivory to the
amir, who monopolized this trade; in exchange, they received cloth im-
ported from India or perhaps the finer variety which was woven in the
town from locally grown cotton.26

20 Interview: Hassan Hersi , ughaz of the Issa, Dire Dawa, Sept. 1975.
21 Personal communication from D r s L . J. Slikkerveer and W . F . L . Buschkens, U n i -

versity of T^eiden. Institute of Cultural and Social Studies, Dept . of Medical Sociology,
who are studying traditional medical practices in the province.

22 For evidence that the migrant Oromo were not necessarily ignorant of the cultivation
of grains, see Eike Haberland, Galla Siid-Athiopiens (Stuttgart, 1963), 773-4 (English
summary).

28 Interview: Nole and Alia elders, Alamaya, March 1975. They exaggerate the import-
ance of the reign of the last amir. Moktar, "Pays de Harrar', 383, indicates that women
wore hides and men wore locally woven sheetings.

14 Interview: Shaykh Bakri, Dire Dawa, Apr. 1974.
25 Yusuf Ahmed, 'An Inquiry into some Aspects of the Economy of Harar and the

Records of the Household Economy of the Amirs of Harar (1825-1875)', Bulletin of the
Ethnological Society of the University College of Addis Ababa, x (July-Dec, i960), 10.

" Richard Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa (London, 1966), 164, 166, 168-74,
192-4, 200.
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On their arrival in 1875, the Egyptians drew a similar picture of the
Oromo supplying the town with trade goods and foodstuffs in return for
cloth and other manufactures, and also salt, which the townsmen imported
from salines near the coast. The Oromo, they reported, made only a crude
cloth themselves. Oromo informants always mention outcast, but tolerated,
groups of blacksmiths living in the countryside before the coming of the
Egyptians. Their work too, using local deposits of iron ore, appears to have
been poor.27 Grain grown by the Qottu was traded by the Harari to the
pastoralist Afar and Somali, in the drier lands towards the sea, who pro-
vided passage, camel transport and salt. Issa-owned camels carried back to
Zayla, for export, gums and ostrich feathers brought to Harar from the
Ogaden.28

The Egyptians also found that the Qottu notables had been making pay-
ments in cattle to the amir for the right to be invested with Harari titles
and recognition of private land ownership.29 In time, those whom the amir
confirmed in what had been elected offices among the Oromo became the
hereditary leaders and landlords of the Qottu?0 They were entrusted with
the amir's herds, and returned some of the calves they bred as a form of
tax or rental.31 Presumably such client farmers also provided much of the
basic food supply: food crops are missing from records of the diwan on the
town gardens, but grains do appear in the amir's household accounts as
rents from Oromo. (These accounts also show that camels were beyond the
means of most Harari who, despite the revival of Red Sea trade, would
appear from these records to have been remarkably poor in all material
goods in the half-century before the Egyptian invasion, though very orderly
in the conduct of their affairs.32) From the most respected of the town's
learned men, the amir recruited mediators for the Qottu, and these were
also his messengers to them. Such was the regard of all Oromo for these

27 Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 359, 370, 374-6, 383. Philipp Paulitschke, 'Gli Ortfmo o
Galla dell'Harar', Bullettino delta Sezione Fiorentina delta Societd Africana d'Italia, in , 1-3
(1887), 202, notes that well woven sheetings were brought by the Oromo in 1885 to the
town as well as being locally sold; on iron working, see Antonio Cecchi, Da Zeila allefron-
tiere del Cqffa: viaggi, 3 vols. (Rome, 1886-7), u> 621-22; Taurin de Cahagne, 'Autour
d'Harar', 270.

28 Philipp Paulitschke, Harar, Forschungsreise nach den Som&l und Galla-Ldndern Ost-
Afrikas (Leipzig, 1888), 246; War Office, Intelligence Branch, Quartermaster-General's
Dept., no. 40185-1896, Report on the Egyptian Provinces (London, 1884), 114-15. Hunter,
'Report on the Province of Harrar' (cited in n. 10), 26-7.

2 9 Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 384.
" M u h a m m a d Hassan, B.A. thesis, 23-4, citing Abd al-Rahman Abogn in Harar;

Paulitschke, 'Gli Oromo', 232-3.
31 Haj Umar Abd al-Sadiq, cited in n. 11. Cattle breeding continued to be important

even to the farming Oromo: G. M. Giulietti, 'Viaggio da Zeila ad Harar (1879)', Bollet-
tino delta Societd Geografica Italiana (1881), 435-6.

38 Cf. Yusuf Ahmed, 'Inquiry', and Volker Stitz, 'Arabic town records and the economic
and population history of Harar during the 19th century', paper presented to a conference
of the History Society of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, June 1975. The records of the diwan of
1242-97 //jyra/1826/7 to A.D. 1879/80 cited by Stitz are now deposited in the Institute of
Ethiopian Studies: MSS. nos. 955, 956, 957 and 958, along with the microfilms on which
his study was based.
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holy men that they travelled unmolested'.33 While the processes transform-
ing part of the Afran-Qallu from predatory migrants into client cultivators
cannot yet be documented, the relationship between townspeople and
some of the country folk by Burton's day was obviously symbiotic.

Most of the Afran-Qallu, however, were still independent under their
own assemblies and elected officials in 1875. Much of the land was uncul-
tivated and most Oromo were still pastoralists.34 Few appear to have been
Muslims. The cleavage between the sedentary Harari and Qottu and the
more numerous, herding Oromo, moreover, had not been overcome. At
the time of the Turco-Egyptian conquest, Oromo farmers suffered as
much from the depredations of pastoralists in their own clans as did the
Harari traders and gardeners. The Qottu were restricted in the amount of
land they might put under cultivation by herdsmen anxious to maintain
extensive pasturage. They were raided like the townsmen. At times, they
were pressed into joining raids against the Harari and their caravans.38

There was no pattern of interdependence whereby herdsmen could rely
on farmers to vary their diet and would in turn be tolerated in the farming
areas for dung from their cattle.36 As long as they preserved their tradi-
tional religion and mode of organization, most Oromo were attracted to
the town only by the occasional need to barter for salt and superior cloth.
Traditional mores, at the same time, required exploits of theft and killing
from the young as proofs of manhood.37

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the balance necessary to
Harar's continued prosperity had been upset. The export of cloth to Yifat
in eastern Shewa by the town's merchants still remained important to
Harar's commerce in the decade before the Turco-Egyptian occupation.38

But Afar and Oromo raids hindered the transit of caravans between the far
interior and the coast from the time of Amir Abu Bakr (1834-52).39 His
son, Ahmad Abu Bakr (1852-6), and his successor, Muhammad ibn Ali
(d. 1875), survived on sufferance. The Harari blame the early nineteenth
century amirs for not being warlike enough and thereby encouraging the
arrogance of the town's neighbours. But the immediate cause of the town's
increasing difficulties at mid-century was the opportunity which dynastic
quarrels within the town gave the Oromo. The Harari usually mention the

" Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar'.
M Rauf Pasha to the Khedive, Harar, 2 Rabi al-Awal 1293/28 Mar. 1876, Shawqi al-

Jamal, Al-wasek atarikhya, no. 140, 309-310. Interview: Balambaras (and Garad) Ibrahim
ibn Ali whose great-great grandfather, Waday Iru, an Abado Alia leader, was killed resis-
ting the Egyptians; Alamaya, May 1975.

»* Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar", 381-2.
*• Murray Last, The Sokoto Caliphate (London, 1967), brii-lxiii; B.A. Ogot, 'The Role

of the Pastoralist and the Agriculturalist in African History: the case of East Africa', in
T. O. Ranger (ed.), Emerging^ Themes in African History (Nairobi, 1968), 219.

17 Haberland, Galla Siid-'Athiopiens, 277. Paulitschke, 'Gli Ordmo', 210, 234, 236-7.
Some Nole and Alia say a Harari was too unworthy an enemy to count.

" Stitz, 'Arabic town records', 10.
" Abir, Ethiopia, 13; and ibid., 60, for its continuing place in the slave trade.
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usurper, Muhammad ibn Ali (1856-75), as the culprit who brought the
Oromo to power by first appealing to them for help against rivals for the
throne. But Muhammad only precipitated a course begun a generation
earlier.

The brothers of the valorous Ahmad ibn Muhammad quarrelled on his
death in 1821. Abd al-Rahman succeeded with the help of the Babile. He
was betrayed to the Alia just south of Harar in mid-1825 while returning
from a disastrous campaign to exact tribute from these Oromo. Abd al-
Karim ibn Muhammad renewed the dynastic struggle and by a famous
stratagem made himself amir in his brother's stead.40 In the last days of
February 1827, he defeated Abd al-Rahman and his Babile allies at the
easternmost gate of the town. After a few days' pursuit, the deposed amir
was brought back in fetters. Forty villages are listed as having been
destroyed by the Oromo in the north, west and south as well as in Babile
country to the east of Harar during this civil war.41 The Harari now say
that Abd al-Karim was popular for opposing his brother's alliance with
the Babile, but a hundred years ago European travellers heard other
stories, no doubt garbled: these mention an intervention by Arab mercen-
aries (apparently hired by the family of the unlucky, Abd al-Rahman), and
also assert that Amir Abd al-Karim triumphed by himself appealing to the
Oromo.42

The reign of Abd al-Karim clearly had turbulent beginnings, but the
Harari regard it as a golden age. Abd al-Karim is popularly depicted as a
wise and just ruler and a militant proselytizer of the Oromo. He made him-
self so respected outside the walls, it is claimed, that the Qottu regularly
paid their taxes and even the leaders of the independent Oromo gave
ready redress for all injuries done to the townspeople.43 Having no son,
the amir married his eldest daughter, Fatima, to a nephew, Abu Bakr, the
son of another of his brothers, Abd al-Mannan (who was also his prisoner).44

This princely son-in-law he made his heir.45 Abu Bakr's maternal grand-
father was an Alia,46 and he must have been tempted to call upon these

40 Haj U m a r A b d al-Sadiq, cited in n . n ; Tedeschi , 'Emirato di Harar ' , 487, 494; some-
thing of A b d a l -Rahman ' s unlucky expedition is remembered by the Alia of Fadis.

41 Ewald Wagner (ed. and trans.), 'Th ree Arabic Documents on the History of Harar ' ,
J. Ethiopian Studies, x n , 1 (Jan. 1974), 2 2 0 - 1 ; for a different version of Harar i tradition,
see ibid., 219-20 .

48 Bur ton, First Footsteps, 189, author 's no te ; cf. W . Cornwallis Harr is , The Highlands
of Aethiopia, 3 vols. (London , 1844), I, p . 3 9 2 - 3 ; Bardey, 'Notes sur le Harar ' , 154-5 ;
Paulitschke, 'Han-fir', 145.

43 Interviews: Fatima Muhammad Idris, Abdash Duldul and his wife, HarSr, Jan. 1969;
also Haj Umar Abd al-Sadiq, cited in n. n ; Ahmad Abd al-Rahman, cited in n. 13;
Shaykh Ahmad Abdallahi, cited in n. 19.

44 Abu Bakr is usually known as ibn Aftal-Garad because his father had distinguished
himself in war and had been given the title once held by Adal governors of Zayla; Haj Umar
Abd al-Sadiq cited in n. 11 and Fatima Muhammad Idris, cited in n. 43.

46 Shaykh Ahmad Abdallahi, cited in n. 19 (in Jan. 1975 interviewed with Abd al-Wadud
Abd al-Karim.)

" Abir, Ethiopia, 10, n. 3.
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kinsmen when his accession in 1834 was contested.47 But of this there
appears to be no recollection in Harari tradition.

By about 1840, Harari merchants lamented that the Oromo were making
'continual inroads', though they boasted that Abu Bakr was 'a brave prince
leading the foray in person, and taking the front in the battlefield'.48 The
amir was much troubled by the Oromo against whom he had to undertake
frequent, punitive expeditions: 'burning and destroying their villages'.49

In contrast to his predecessors, who are said to have been content to buy
off the Oromo when they could not be coerced, Abu Bakr attempted to
pacify them, relying on his great reputation as a warrior to induce them to
accept his adjudication in their disputes.50 Nonetheless, some time before
his death in 1852, the lands subject to Harar were overrun by warlike
Oromo. The Harari were attacked in their gardens even in the daytime
and the city was spared at last only on payment of tribute.51

Orr the death of Abu Bakr, his son, Ahmad, succeeded with the help of
his popular mother, Fatima (b. Abd al-Karim). Rivals attempted to rally
support against them among the Nole, but these intrepid clans were too
busy feuding with the Issa Somali further north to concern themselves
much about the succession.52 Because he lacked the power to overawe
the Oromo, however, Amir Ahmad made concessions to them, while
reinforcing by marriage the ties of kinship through his mother with the Gari
and Bartari Somali, who controlled access through the Jigjiga plain to the
sea.53 (These Muslim cultivators now say that, despite the frequent visits
of their ancestors to the town and of Harari merchants to the Jigjiga wells
and their community of religion, intermarriage was not favoured by the
Somali. In fact, it was common between the amirs and relatives of the
leaders of these two clans.54)

Before Burton's visit, Amir Ahmad had lost much goodwill in the town
by quarrelling with Fatima. Then his health broke down. These internal
weaknesses and the earlier, military failures of his father explain why the
Oromo, whom Burton saw waiting in the palace courtyard in January 1855
were privileged, as no townsman was, to carry their spears in public. Under
Amir Abu Bakr ibn Abd al-Mannan, they would have been disarmed at

47 Burton. First Footsteps. 190. " Harris, Highlands, 1. 392.
*• Barker, 'Extract Report', 240.
60 According to informants interviewed by Abd al-Muhaimin, a grandson of Haj Mumie

Beshir who had once been in the service of Amir Abdallahi (personal communication, May
1970).

61 Paulitschke, 'HarraV, 145, Abir, Ethiopia, n-12.
t2 Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 8, citing a Nole informant.
" Burton, First Footsteps, 163, 189.
** Ughaz Uthman Garad of the Gari, as cited in n. 4; he also said that the marriage of

Amir Abdallahi with a sister of Ughaz Adan of the Gari was exceptional, but later he re-
called earlier Somali alliances. Philipp Paulitschke, 'Note per la storia del Harar', Bullettino
delta Sezione Fiorentina delta Societd Africana d'Italia, n (1886), 195, says that Fatima,
whom he met in her nineties, was a Bartari, as were many wives of the amir. According to
Burton, the Gari ughaz called her his 'sister' (First Footsteps, 163-4).
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the gates.55 After Burton left, Ahmad became so ill that he had to turn the
government over to his mother. Despite her considerable political skill and
courage, she failed to break the stranglehold which the Oromo had gained
on the town by the time Ahmad's successor had to be chosen in 1856.

Fatima's sister, Kadija (b. Abd al-Karim), is supposed to have encour-
aged her husband, Muhammad ibn AH, to organize a revolt. To escape
arrest, he fled the town some time about 1854—5 anQl went to live among the
Alia beyond Gara Mullata mountain in the west.56 Muhammad claimed to
be the grandson of Amir Abd al-Shakur (d. 1794), an uncle of Abd al-
Karim. It is unlikely that the usurper who ruled Harar for nearly twenty
years until deposed and murdered by the Egyptians was so directly
descended from this or any other amir. Most Harari and Oromo informants
agree that his father, Ali, had merely adopted the name of his patron, Abd
al-Shakur, and that he was really the son of a rich Anniya Oromo, Mayu,
from the south-west of Harar.57 Ali Mayu and his brother, Gdrad Abu
Bakr, are supposed to have grown up at court. Having gained favour, Ali
married a relative of the amir, Fatima (b. Ali). Their son, Muhammad,
distinguished himself in campaigns against the Oromo during the reign of
Abd al-Shakur's third successor, Abd al-Karim, and was given Fatima's
younger half-sister, Kadija, in marriage.

While in Gara Mullata, Muhammad ibn Ali (called ibn Abd al-Shakur)
entered into the brotherly relationship of ilma-gosa (son of the clan; pi.,
ilman-gosa) with the Alia. Soon he had been adopted by the whole Afran-
Qallu assembly. In addition to sharing the feasts by which outsiders,
Oromo or other, could easily be adopted into an Oromo clan, Muhammad
married into the family of Galmo Boru, a prominent elder of the Abado
clan of the Alia. Galmo claimed to share a common Gari Somali ancestry
with Muhammad, who gained by this alliance the support of Galmo's val-
iant son, Kormoso. This new kinsman was renowned for the number of his
cattle and for the guile and bravery with which he had led the Abado and
other Alia to defeat the Nole, then the terror of all the Oromo as far as the
Anniya country. Under his guidance, the Afran-Qallu rallied to the fugi-
tive, and in 1856 pastoralist levies marched on Harar, destroyed its gardens
and brought trade to a halt.58

As the Oromo arrived to lay siege, the Amir Ahmad Abu Bakr died in
August 1856. The eldest of his sons, Yusuf, was still a minor. In the emer-

M Burton, First Footsteps, 174,189, 190.
" Unless otherwise indicated, my account is based on interviews with Haj Umar Abd

al-Sadiq, cited in n. n , and Fatima Muhammad Idris, cited in n. 43, as well as those cited
in Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 10—12.

67 But in an interview at Harar, in May 1970, Mayemuna Sayyid Ibrahim, whose father
was record keeper to the last amir and fought at Chalanqo, insists that Ali Mayu of Anniya
belongs to a much earlier period and that Muhammad's father was a son of the Amir Abd
al-Shakur. Other informants associate an Ali Mayu as an adopted or illegitimate Oromo
son with earlier rulers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

" Information on Kormoso's career from interview with Balambaras Jebrel Waday
Galmo Kormoso (a great grandson), at Shaykh Waday village near Adale, Mar., May and
Sept. 1975.
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gency, a town assembly at first appointed a certain Abdallahi Abd al-Mejid.
He was related to the Alia, and his appointment may have been intended to
appease these clans. Three hours after his election, Abdallahi was pushed
off the throne by a cousin of the late amir, one Khalifa Citra, whose father
was the same Abd al-Rahman whom Abd al-Karim had deposed in 1825
and whose alliance with the Babile seems to have made him so unloved
by the townsmen.59 This event may have reflected rivalries among the sur-
rounding Oromo and related factions in the town: Khalifa Citra may have
enjoyed support as an eastern-affiliated candidate as opposed to an Alla-
related one. Today, however, the reign of Burton's Amir Ahmad is remem-
bered as a time when the townsmen were divided between a pro-Oromo
faction, including those who handled the Qottu trade or were closely linked
by marriage to the clans, and a faction which demanded that all Oromo and
their kinsmen by blood or adoption be excluded from interference in town
affairs.60 The very evening of Khalifa Citra's accession, or possibly a day or
two later, the beleaguered citizens abandoned their choice and called in
Muhammad ibn Ali.

Amir Muhammad (1856-75) remained most unpopular with the towns-
men; the family of the late amir conspired throughout the reign against
him.61 He could little afford, therefore, to disappoint his adopted kinsmen
outside the walls. 'And he gave the Argetta [Oromo] clothing and let them
draw water'; this is the laconic comment in a late nineteenth-century Harari
chronicle on Muhammad's preferential treatment of the Oromo.62 His status
as ilma-gosa encouraged heavy demands of hospitality. A rich member of
any gosa (clan) was expected to honour the elected leaders by his liberality.
Inattention on the part of a rich host was an occasion for the slighted guest
to appeal to the assembly to fix compensation in livestock or other goods.
The wealthy were also expected to make regular gifts to the clan's leaders,
and neglect in gift-giving also required reparation for the insult to the whole
clan.63 The Abado and Muhammad's numerous other fellow clansmen
came in relays by the hundreds to stay for weeks on end in the town and
were within their rights when they demanded gifts of cloth on taking leave
of the host to whom the amir assigned them.64

The Harari recall Muhammad's reign with bitterness. There is a story

" Charles Gordon (Pasha), 'Memorandum sur les Amirs de Harrar', Abdine Archives.
Sudan, Correspondence Gordon; G.B. Hill (ed.), Colonel Gordon in Central Africa 1874-
79 (London, 1885), 31. Khalifa Citra's father was indentified for me by Haj Umar Abd
al-Sadiq cited in n. 11.

•• According to HarSri interviewed by a university student, Zakariya Abdallahi, 1968.
61 Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 391-6; interview: Kiibir Abdalla, Addis Ababa, summer

1968; also Haj Umar Abd al-Sadiq, cited in n. 11.
" Carlo Conti Rossini (ed. and trans.), 'Testi in Lingua Harari', Rivista degli Studi

Orientali, vin (1913), 412.
•* Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 13-14, citing the late Haj Muhammad Orfo, inter-

viewed at Gara Mullata, May 1972.
•* Rauf Pasha to Mihradar, 5 Dhu al-Qa'da 1292/3 Dec. 1875, Abdine Archives, Sudan 5,

dossier 3/3, no. 220 (Arabic); Soudan General, carton 12, Annee 1292, dossier 3/3 (French
trans, made for Douin); also Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 384-7.
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of how a Harari farmer sat down under one of his chat trees to sip the
liquified leaves of this narcotic plant from his gourd. Seeing the reflection
of an Oromo hidden in the tree above, he exclaimed, 'They have even got
into this chat -gourd!' before he was killed. This tale preseves the memory
of how the Oromo seemed everywhere to have the upper hand. Amir
Muhammad is reproached for not avenging such killings. He levied a
special tax, the mahalaq al-Galla (the Galla coin), to meet the expenses of
hospitality for these unwanted pensioners, and this is cited as proof that
the townsmen had become the vassals of the Oromo.65

Both the Egyptians and the Harari have overlooked the fact that the
reign of Muhammad ibn Ali, for all the burdens it imposed on the town,
marked a departure from the policy of merely trying to hold the Oromo at
bay. Muhammad made systematic efforts to convert them to Islam and
extend their involvement in commercial agriculture; he thereby attempted
to assimilate more of the Oromo and re-establish the balance on which the
town's survival depended. Earlier rulers had done little to alter the Oromo
way of life. Despite Harari claims to militancy, only the Babile and mixed
Oromo-Somali groups east of the town had been Islamized in any number
by the late 1830s.66 The despised Amir Muhammad and the Egyptians
brought the town's influence to the rest.67

The Alia south of Harar lived close to a number of important shrines and
near large settlements of later immigrants, the Muslim and farming
Argobba (whose style of house-building and Semitic speech also dis-
tinguish them from the Oromo).68 Yet these Alia say that their ancestors
first encountered the regular practice of Islam when a mosque was founded
at Fadis by a learned Harari sent as teacher and qadi by Muhammad ibn
Ali.69 To Falana, north of the town in Nole country, the amir sent another
shaykh whose descendants are still revered there.70 Muhammad sent other
shaykhs west to Gara Mullata and beyond the Ramis river. Some of the
mosques founded by these missionaries are still in use. By becoming ilman-
gosa like the amir, the shaykhs established themselves as a tolerated class
of teachers, whose part-Oromo descendants have carried on their work
reinforced by fresh recruits from the town.71 Few Nole were converted by

65 Ahmad Abd al-Rahman, cited in n. 13; Fatima Muhammad Idris, cited in n. 43.
•• Burton, First Footsteps, 186,188; Barker, 'Extract Report', 240.
67 I am indebted to Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 16-18, for first bringing to light

the importance of Muhammad ibn Ali.
88 The Harar Argobba are as yet unstudied, but see Volker Stitz, 'The Western Argobba

of Yifat, Central Ethiopia', Proceedings of the First United States Conference on Ethiopian
Studies: 1973 (Michigan State University: East Lansing, 1975), 185-92.

• ' Interview: Alia elders, Fadis (Bako), Jan. 1975. Moktar, 'Pays de Harrar', 388, says
that at Bubassa, some twenty miles south of Harar, the Oromo were studying Koran in
i875-

70 Interview: Shaykh Ahmad Abdallahi, a Qallu Alia from Deder, long resident in Nole
country, and Ibrahim Qadi Abdallahi, a Jarso Nole, Kambolcha, Jan. 1975.

71 Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 16-18, citing a Nunu informant, the late Haj
Muhammad Orfo; the qadi of Dire Dawa, Shaykh Yassin Muhammad; and a descendant
of the first learned family to go to the Metta Alia, Abu Bakr Abdallahi Sharif, who was
interviewed in Addis Ababa, Nov. 1972.
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these pacific methods, but during Muhammad's reign there were several
conversions among the Nunu and Metta Alia of Gara Mullata, and by
1900, despite Menilek's conquest, the Afran-Qallu were overwhelmingly
Muslim.72

Closer to the town, the Maya section of the Alia agree that Islam had
already been introduced from Dawe in Wallo, where a few of the Harar
Oromo went for rudimentary training, and whence they returned to the
valleys of the upper Maya and to Gara Mullata, teaching without books.
But they insist that the Koran was mastered only in the time of Amir
Muhammad, thanks to the superior instruction obtained from the towns-
men. According to the Maya Alia, the first mosques were built, as among
the Alia of Gara Mullata and Fadis, in the time of Muhammad ibn Ali.73

The Abado Alia, just west of the Maya and the Nole, claim to have had
some contact with the Muslim Oromo of Dawe before the Egyptians co-
erced all the Afran-Qallu into becoming Muslims. Some Abado went to
Dawe for education, while others went to Harar, where all converts before
1875 attended the Friday prayers, since they had no mosque of their own.74

There was a class of Oromo shaykhs, itinerant traders whose piety and
learning guaranteed them protection by all clans. Mass conversion, how-
ever, is always ascribed to the violent times under the Egyptians.

The Alia also remember how Muhammad ibn Ali encouraged the plant-
ing of coffee, sugar-cane and other commercial crops. Indeed, according to
the Abado, it was in Muhammad's time that the cultivation of sorghum
was first introduced from Harar to a place as near it as Adale (half-way
between Harar and Dire Dawa on the modern road).75 The town's traders,
not least of whom was the amir himself, thus gained additional customers
and new suppliers of trade goods.

It must however be recognized that Muhammad lacked the necessary
power to enforce new economic and religious practices, or to maintain
access to markets for increased agricultural exports. His efforts to incor-
porate the Oromo into the economic and religious community of Harar
apparently had little effect compared with the drastic changes which took
place in the ten years after 1875. In October of that year the Egyptian
commander, Rauf Pasha, executed Muhammad and promptly turned his
much more considerable military resources to compelling the Oromo to
become Muslims and to pay taxes. This precipitated the collapse of the
gada system of age-sets and the semi-democratic government associated
with it, and exposed the Oromo in general to changes in all their customs.76

When Rauf toured the Alia country west of the town, he found half the
7 2 T h i s is also the preliminary conclusion of D r Ulr ich Braukamper, Frobenius Institute,

Bonn (personal communicat ion, D e c . 1973).
73 Interv iew: 'Haji' Bare, a M a y a , at Garad Sayyid vi l lage near A w W a d a y , M a r . 1975 .
74 Balambaras Jebrel Waday , c i ted in n . 58.
76 Idem, and the Alia and Nole informants cited in n. 23.
"Taurin de Cahagne, 'Autour d'Harar', 262; Paulitschke, 'Gli Oromo', 233-4. Cf.

Conti Rossini, 'Testi in Lingua Harari', 412—13, where the Harari chronicler says Rauf
made peace with rifles, set the Oromo to work and taxed them.
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land uncultivated, while pastoralists dominated the Oromo farmers. Those
who hesitated to begin planting grain and coffee were attacked until they
agreed to nominate leaders who would be responsible for parcels of virgin
land. In March 1876, Rauf claimed that two hundred and fifty settlements
had been founded in this way since the conquest. Each was under a notable
who had been given the old Harari title, gar ad; a cap, turban and robe; and
a deed to fixed units of land, in return for a fee in cattle and the commis-
sion to collect a tithe (from which such appointees were themselves exempt)
on the harvest and herds of the new settlement. The investiture, Rauf
explained, had been taken over from previous practice to please the Oromo.
All but the Alia, he claimed, had rushed to profit from his promise to free
the coffee trade of the amir's monopoly (free trading was in fact counter-
manded from Cairo). Peaceful persuasion, he admitted, had not been
enough.77 Rauf's successors continued to use force even among the Abado
Alia, less than fifteen miles from the town, and against some of the Qottu
who might have been expected as farmers to welcome the new regime. As
late as 1883, the Egyptian commanders still had to fight the Gari Somali
and the Nole to assure the passage of caravans and payments of taxes.78

In 1882, one-third of the taxes reported to Cairo were derived from pay-
ments of those submitting to obtain peace (another third came from fees
for new titles).79 By the end of the occupation, in May-June 1885, there
were several thousand Egyptian appointees for local administration in the
countryside.80 These garad and malaq (a lesser Harari title used for those
appointed over smaller parcels of land with fewer dependants) were the
equivalents on a small scale of the shaykh al-balad in Egypt (the Ethio-
pians' chiqa shutn). In Harar, however, appointments were a step towards
creating landlords, not the means of attaching an already landed class to
government service.81 Yet, as never before, prominent men in the country-
side were dependent on the town. By 1882 the garrison and other town
dwellers were readily obtaining daily supplies of firewood and milk as well
as honey and butter from Oromo women anxious to sell these and other
goods in the market for cash to pay new taxes.82

" Rauf Pasha to the Khedive, 28 Mar. 1876, as cited in n. 34.
78 Ridwan to Maia Sanieh, 13.R0/06 1295/13 July 1878; and, Abu Bakrof Zayla toMaia

Sanieh, 3 Rajab 1295/3 July 1878, Abdine Archives, Soudan General, carton 15, Annee
1295 (French trans.), Registre 31. Deputy Governor to the Khedive, Har3r, 22 Ramadhan
1298/18 Aug. 1881, Abdine Archives, Sudan 5, dossier 3 /9 ; also P. Sacconi, 'II Governo
Egiziano et le tribu Galla e Somali', (dated Harar, 14 Feb. 1883), L'Esploratore, v n (1883),
171 ff.

" 'The Tribes that came under Government Control in August 1880 and the Amount
of Revenue obtained until the Year 1882', Arabic tax report, 9 Safar 1300/30 Dec. 1882,
Abdine Archives, Sudan 5, dossier 3/17.

80 Muhammad Nadi Pasha, 'Accounts obtained from the Hikimdariyat of Harar on the
Revenues for the Year 1882', Arabic tax report, 26 Nov. 1882, Abdine Archives, Sudan 5,
dossier 3/16. Hunter, 'Report on the Province of Harrar', as cited in n. 10.

81 Gabriel Baer, Studies in the Social History of Modern Egypt (Chicago, 1969), 32, 36-7.
81 Taurin de Cahagne to Pere Secretaire, Zayla, 9 Mar. 1882, Bibliotheque franciscaine

provinciale, Paris, M S . 960, Lettres de Mgr. Cahagne, fo. 79; Giulietti, 'Viaggio' (cited in
n. 31).
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Harari repeat with relish songs such as that which relates, 'An Alia lay in
wait for us farmers, but it was Rauf Pasha who did the finding; for good
measure, this Egyptian made the Oromo carry his own cutting board'.83

Other traditions of the town celebrate the forced circumcision of the Afran-
Qallu by commissions of the Harari ulema under Egyptian escort (they also
measured the land). More than anything else in popular memory this shows
the reversal of the balance of power which Amir Muhammad and his
Oromo allies had tilted so much in favour of the countryside.

The Afran-Qallu also remember the Egyptian occupation as a turning-
point in their history because previously all had trembled before them,
even the Issa who therefore appealed to the Khedive.84 Both the Alia and
the Nole tell much the same story: elected officials were replaced by ap-
pointees, and the sons of those who led resistance (such as Kormoso's son,
Galmo) were included among the new titleholders, along with upstarts, as
hereditary, land-owning administrators. Tax was levied on crops as well as
cattle to compel settlement and further cultivation. Through Jarso and the
other Nole clans, most of the trade passed to and from the coast. Before
1875 their leaders, like the Alia bokku, had rejected any attempt by the
amirs to interfere in their affairs. The Egyptians extended the amirs' tithe
on the 0ottu to all.85

Some prominent men survived the invasion and consolidated their status
by collaborating with the town's new rulers. One of the best known careers
is that of Orfo Jilo Biko, a Nunu Alia of Gara Mullata. Some three years
before the invasion, he had been elected by a general assembly of the magis-
trates of the Afran-Qallu (the Raba-Dori) for an eight-year term as com-
mander-in-chief and president of the confederation (Oromo: bombas or aba
fuguga, father of the people/nation). Of undistinguished parentage, Orfo
had made a name for himself in his youth by raiding the Somali south of
Gara Mullata to achieve the murders needed before he and the other young
men of his band could marry. Orfo's most audacious exploit, however, was
a three-day siege of Harar by which he forced the townsmen to ransom
themselves. They probably performed this by making gifts of salt and
cloth, since these were the commodities the Nunu went to the town to
exchange for coffee or took by force when they could not barter. When
Orfo had become the war leader (aba dulla) of all the Nunu, he joined the
Abado of Kormoso to raid the Nole. The townsmen, however, remained
Orfo's favourite target.

As leader of all the Afran-Qallu in 1875, Orfo called up a joint force
which attacked the Egyptians soon after their arrival. His army was repul-
sed, pursued and again defeated with the loss of Kormoso and equally

•* Collected in 1969 by Ibrahim Ali, university student.
M Garad Waday Rige, cited in n. 7. The present ughaz of the Issa (cited in n. 20) says

Ughaz Roble turned to Cairo out of his hatred for the amir.
•s Interview: Musa Ibrahim Ali, a Nole, and other Oromo at Aw Waday market, Mar.

1975. Also informants cited in nn. 58, 69, 70 and 73; these include a number of the des-
cendants of the elected leaders who died fighting Rauf yet whose sons did well.
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celebrated Nole commanders. Orfo surrendered. Converting to Islam with
the name Umar Tahir, he supervised the Harari commissions which helped
the conquerors assign lands for farming and to circumcise. He was much
feared by the Oromo and lent his awesome reputation to enforcing the
Egyptian rules that the newly appointed gdrad were to report non-
attendance at public prayers and fine the miscreants.86 It is said by the
Oromo today that mass conversions ordered after a cannonading merely
changed people's names and taught them to recite the formulae of prayer.87

In any case, the Egyptian imposition even of a nominal Islam reached, like
their taxes, no further than the Oborra on the Burqa river, sixty miles from
the town. The Ittu Oromo, further west, as well as the Anniya and the
Ogaden, continued to live in isolation from events in Harar.88

In 1885 the Egyptians evacuated Harar, and the amirate was restored. It
is said that Islam was kept alive after the Egyptians left by Oromo who went
to Wallo and Harar to study the literature of the new faith and then re-
turned to their own homes. The Harari credit the zeal of Muhammad's son
by Kadija, Abdallahi, with preserving Islam among the Oromo despite the
Christian conquest. In his brief reign (June 1885 to January 1887), this
grandson of Abd al-Karim severely punished the laxity of the townspeople
and all who came to Harar. He also revived his father's policy of sending
teachers to the Oromo in order to pacify them.89 At the same time, there was
a partial revival of traditional Oromo government, as many Oromo rejected
continued control from the town.90 Orfo (Umar) reclaimed headship of the
Afran-Qallu independent of Muhammad ibn Ali's son, Amir Abdallahi.
Taxes ceased to flow to the town and trade probably declined. Everywhere,
however, the formerly elected leaders or their sons and the many others
appointed to office and granted land by the Egyptians appear to have been
too well entrenched for a new set to be elected or for assemblies of elders to
challenge them. This was the class of landed notables which Menilek con-
firmed in their possessions and prerogatives after 1887.91 Although the
Nole were still predominantly animists92 while elsewhere Islam was little
more than a veneer, intervention from the town under the Turco-Egyptian
administration had greatly altered Oromo politics and social organization.

86 Interview: the late Balambaras Tewfiq Muhammad Orfo, Dire Dawa, Apr. 1974, and
the more detailed account given by his father, Orfo's son, Muhammad, in 1972 as cited in
Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 22 ff. Garad Waday Rige (cited in n. 7) denies that
Orfo's authority extended to the Nole for whom he names another leader of the Raba-
Dori at the coming of the Egyptians.

87 For confirmation of the superficiality of such conversions, see Nadi Pasha, 'Notice
sur Harrar', Bulletin de la Sociiti Khidiviale de Giographie, vm (1886), p. 463; Bardey,
'Notes sur le Harar', 151.

88 Cf. P. Sacconi to Gaetano Sacconi, near Mt Thulik (Ogaden), 24 July 1883, L'Esp-
loratore, vm, 2 (1884), 42; idem, 'Nei Galla', Harar, 17 June 1883, L'Esploratore, VII
(1883), 311. Hunter, 'Report on the Province of Harrar', as cited inn. 10.

•• Shaykh Ahmad Abdallahi, cited in n. 19; Kabir Abdalla cited in n. 61.
•° Paulitschke, Harar, 312. Muhammad Hassan, B.A. thesis, 37 ff.
91 Enrico Brotto, / / Regime delle Terre nel Governo del Harar (Addis Ababa [1939?]),

20-1, 48-51. 9! Paulitschke, Harar, 284.
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In other ways too the decade of Egypt's rule had changed the Afran-
Qallu. Many more had become town-oriented. The distinction between
those who were principally herdsmen and those who lived only by farming
(the Qottu) had entirely disappeared. 'All are now called cultivators', re-
ported a British official sent from Aden in February 1884 to arrange for
withdrawing the Egyptian garrison; he explained that the greater reliance on
farming had come about because the pastoralists had lost the freedom to
rob their settled clansmen.93 By 1885, imported cotton cloth had sup-
planted local manufactures as well as hide clothes because the Oromo had
become dependent on the town's market for sheetings and other imported
goods for which greater contact with the town had given them a taste.94

Menilek's incorporation of the amirate and its surrounding Oromo into
the wider economy of his empire, with its busy trade to the Afar and
northern Somali coasts, secured the place of Harar town as a major entrepot.
It confirmed the importance of Harar among the Afran-Qallu as a market in
which to exchange their agricultural produce for an increasing variety of
manufactured goods as well as salt and cloth.95 Safer travel after 1887
and the reimposition by Menilek of Egypt's systematic taxing must also
have brought the Oromo more frequently to the town law courts and
government offices, which were staffed by Muslim Harari clerks and
shaykhs until at least the turn of the century.96 The conquest also secured
to the Harari a land system in which absentee landlords in the town could
prosper.

SUMMARY

The survival of the Semitic-speaking, Muslim townsmen of Harar in the midst of
animist Oromo (Galla) who migrated into the eastern highlands of modern
Ethiopia in the late sixteenth century and settled as pastoralists is something of an
anomaly, at least in the eastern Rift. Other pre-migration settlements of Muslim
farmer-traders, presumably also speaking a southern Semitic language, appear to
have been submerged and displaced. The Harari's good fortune is not to be ex-
plained by their use of firearms and simple fortifications. Economic interdepen-
dence, the awe the newcomers felt for the town's saints and the greater cohesion
of the townspeople probably played a greater role than mere self-defence.

A balance of power was needed, however, if the town was not to be swamped.
This equilibrium seems to have been upset at the very time that the trade of the
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden was revived by Egypt in the second quarter of the
nineteenth century. Neither the succession to the amirate of pacifist princes nor
the betrayal of the town to outsiders by the half-Oromo ruler, Amir Muhammad
ibn Ali (1856-75), can correctly be blamed for this reverse although these are the
excuses given in Harari tradition. Rather, the repeated appeal to sections of the

93 Hunter, 'Report on the Province of Harrar', 2; Paulitschke, Harar, 421, n. 47.
M Paulitschke, 'Gli Oromo', 202, 210, 237, 240-1.
" See 'Memorandum of General Information, Harar Province', enclosed, Dodds to

Thesiger, Harar, 27 June 1917, Public Record Office (London), FO 371/2854,156 ff.
•• Casimir Mondon-Vidailhet, 'Vainqueurs et vaincus', Har5r, July 1892, he Temps (6

Dec. 1892).
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Oromo by factions within the town in struggles for the throne from the 1820s led
to the Harari becoming clients to neighbours who were still overwhelmingly
animist herders little concerned with the commerce on which the townsmen's
prosperity depended and little attracted to the titles and Muslim insignia with
which the amirs rewarded those of the cultivating Oromo minority who paid
taxes and rents in grain and supplied the town with other foodstuffs and its
market with crops for export.

Though denigrated in the town's traditions, Amir Muhammad ibn Ali began
the systematic proselytization of the surrounding Oromo and sought to induce
more of them to cultivate crops for sale. Conversion and farming for the town's
market, along with the appointment from the town of officials to replace the
Oromo's elected officers, were the means by which, during the Turco-Egyptian
occupation (1875-85), rulers with greater military resources obliged the confed-
eration of the four great Oromo clans around the town (the Afran-Qallu) to adopt
a way of life more in harmony with the interests of the townsmen. Despite the
conquest of Harar and the surrounding Oromo and Somali by non-urban,
Christian Ethiopians in the brief reign of Muhammad Ali's son, Amir Abdallahi
(1885-7), ^ e Islamic and mercantile legacy of the town was deeply enough
rooted by then to flourish among the Afran-Qallu and to distinguish them, like
the Harari themselves, from their conquerors.


